
Nick HoranOvoid Series



The egg, and the ovoid shape itself, is a life source and a mystery. What is 
contained within? What potential does it hold? What is behind its veneer — 
and how can something so delicate be so strong and in nite?

Superbly tapered, varied and with the potential to keep a life-form safe; the 
egg is a revolutionary design. It’s nature’s perfect capsule. It can nestle, it can 
support, it can roll, it can deliver life. Its surface tells stories — the mind can 
almost trace its patterns and entire landscapes can be imagined.

Life and the human condition can be jagged, so we’re drawn to this 
untouched, natural object — a design before and beyond us. Its breakability 
and resilience is familiar to us. The need to produce something, whether by 
human design, or the ongoing magic of nature, is a driving force — these  
fine art pieces by Nick Horan speak to the endless life cycle before us, and 
celebrate the most pure and divine of nature’s productions.

NICK HORAN
OVOID SERIES

‘Ovoid I’ 

A2 paper
UNFRAMED  510mm H x 420mm W £ 250
FRAMED  570mm H x 480mm W £ 615 

‘Ovoid II’ ‘Ovoid III’ ‘Ovoid IV’ ‘Ovoid V’ ‘Ovoid VI’ 

‘Ovoid VII’ ‘Ovoid VIII’ ‘Ovoid IX’ ‘OvoiD X’ ‘Ovoid XI’ ‘Ovoid XII’ 

‘Ovoid XIII’ ‘Ovoid XIV’ ‘Ovoid XV’ ‘Ovoid XVI’ ‘Ovoid XVII’ ‘Ovoid XVIII’ 

‘Ovoid XIX’ ‘Ovoid XX’ ‘Ovoid XXI’ ‘Ovoid XXII’ ‘Ovoid XXIII’ ‘Ovoid XXIV’ 

‘Ovoid XXV’ ‘Ovoid XXVI’ ‘Ovoid XXVII’ ‘Ovoid XXVIII’ ‘Ovoid XXIV’ 

A0 paper
UNFRAMED  1100mm H x 900mm W  £ 720
FRAMED  1160mm H x 960mm W  £ 1340

44 inch paper roll 
UNFRAMED   1340mm H x 1100mm W £ 1080
FRAMED  1400mm H x 1160mm W £ 1730

50 inch paper roll
UNFRAMED   1500mm H x 1270mm W £ 1150
FRAMED*  1560mm H x 1330mm W £ 1850

60 inch paper roll 
UNFRAMED   1850mm H x 1500mm W £ 1250
FRAMED*  1910mm H x 1560mm W  £ 2050

The Specified
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thespecified.com
+44 (0) 7799 186680

Series available in five sizes. Limited editions of 25. Museum-grade framing in either natural wood, stained charcoal, black or white. Dry mount framing with white border. 
Authenticity certificate with artist signature included. Additional options available.
*Prices include anti-reflective glass, excluding 50 & 60 inch which use acrylic.


